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This note shows how you can use SAS® Enterprise Miner 14.1 to develop a Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) model and decompose the variables that the SVM used with variable 

importance!  As with Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), the analysis performed is like a black-

box: the analyst has a difficult time understanding what the algorithm did and what variables it 

used to create the output.  In this note, I’ll show you and point to the references where I 

obtained this information and you can use this in SAS with a little code writing along with the 

SAS® Enterprise Miner interface.  The data set I’m using in this example is airline performance 

data set from 2007-2008 time period and the “target” variable is a binary flag that indicates if 

the aircraft required maintenance or not: 1= yes, 0=no.  The idea is to see what set of variables 

contributed to this target.  Now, at the outset, one might say, why not just use a straight 

Decision Tree and thereby get the variable importance.  True, I could have done that, however, 

the SVM model actually did better than a single tree model and even Gradient Boosting tree 

model as well.   

The set of variables listed in this data set are: 

Variable Name Type Label 

Customer Character Customer 

ESN_install Character ESN_install 

TemperatureMarginRemaining Numeric TemperatureMarginRemaining 

TimeSinceRepair Numeric TimeSinceRepair 

CyclesSinceRepair Numeric CyclesSinceRepair 

TimeSinceRepair_exponent Numeric TimeSinceRepair_exponent 

TimeSinceWash Numeric TimeSinceWash 

CyclesSinceWash Numeric CyclesSinceWash 

TimeSinceWash_exponent Numeric TimeSinceWash_exponent 

RelativePowerIndication Numeric RelativePowerIndication 

TemperatureMsmtAdjusted Numeric TemperatureMsmtAdjusted 

AircraftAltitude Numeric AircraftAltitude 

AircraftMach Numeric AircraftMach 

OutsideTotalAirTemperature Numeric OutsideTotalAirTemperature 

FlightDurationGroup Character FlightDurationGroup 
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WashNum Numeric WashNum 

EngineSerialNumber Numeric EngineSerialNumber 

InstallDate Date InstallDate 

FlightDurationHours Numeric FlightDurationHours 

maintdate Date Maintenance Date 

date Date Flight Date 

Target Character 1 = Yes, 0 = No 

 

So, the SAS Enterprise Miner diagram built to predict the target variable Target is shown in 

Figure (1) below. 

Figure (1) SAS® Enterprise Miner Diagram for SVM Model 

 

 

The Model comparison used was the ROC statistic on the Test hold out sample which was 20% 

stratified random sample in the Data Partition node.  The Model Comparison’s results is shown 

in Figure (2) below.  The SVM did slightly better than a Gradient Boosting model on the same 

set of variables from the Variable Selection node.   
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Figure (2) Model Comparison Node Results 

 

The Variable Selection node was used to select only the variable that have the highest 

association to the target variable.  This is shown in Figure (3) below.  Only 8 variables were 

selected from a total of 18.  The AOV16 indicates that the numeric variables were binned into 

16 bins due to the non-linear nature of these variables have with respect to the target. 

 

Figure (3) Variable Selection Node Results – Eight Variables Selected 
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 Now the fun part comes in in order to estimate the distances of each support vector to 

each instance in the training data.  You could use a SAS Code node in Enterprise Miner, 

however, I choose to use Enterprise Guide so I could also generate a nice chart to represent the 

variable importance that I could customize as well. 

Using specific features in the SVM property sheet of Enterprise Miner, I needed to select Active 

Set for the optimization method in the SVM node.  This will produce a data set in the diagram 

workspace folder called HPSVM_SVECTORS.   

 

 

 Now, the SAS code used in Enterprise Guide to compute the distances from each 

support vector to each variable’s instances.  This is accomplished using the decision function 

equation: 
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The Enterprise Guide diagram and code is shown in Figure (4) below.  The code averages each 

variable’s support instances and then the second data set computes the distance from the 

decision function equation.  A macro could have been developed that does this all in one step 

of course, but this does show you more on how the computation works. 
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Figure (4) Enterprise Guide Diagram and Code to Compute Vector Distances 

 

And the Program code is: 
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Now, we take the distances which I saved in a SAS library called EGTASK on my server and called 

the data set SVM_DISTANCES.  This data set I need to run a Decision Tree model to get the 

variable importance of these distances to the target variable.  The target variable in this case is 

the variable called _MEAN_ which are 1 and -1 that represent the target levels 0 and 1 

respectively.  The Enterprise Miner diagram for the Decision Tree model is shown in Figure (5a). 

Figure (5a) Enterprise Miner Diagram for Decision Tree Model on Distances Data Set 

 

 

In the Enterprise Guide I now make a SAS project library to the Decision Tree diagram and 

create the bar chart of variable importance using the data set from Enterprise Miner called 

TREE_OUTIMPORT (in this case I had another decision tree so mine is called TREE2 instead of 

TREE).  The SAS code used to generate the bar chart and the bar chart plot is shown in Figures 

(6) and (7) respectively. 

 

Figure (5b) Enterprise Guide Flow for Variable Importance Chart 
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Figure (6) SAS Code to Generate Variable Importance Bar Chart 

 

 

Now, the final result is the variable importance chart from the SVM’s distance data set. 

 

Figure (7) Variable Importance of SVM Model 
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